
...we love to see you win!

DRAGON´s MYTHTM

Legend relates that a girl would come, a girl without fear with the prowess to end 
up a terrible plague which has last for hundreds of years: Dragons!! Rabcat´s 5-reel 
premium video slot shines through 2-Way Paylines and a unique Strategic Fixed Wild 
placement feature. Hunt down ancient fire-spitting creatures to gain access to the 
legendary dragons cave. Join the adventure and be prepared for temperatures above 
1000°C!

DRAGON´s MYTHTM is the adventurous journey of a fearless girl 
who set herself to hunt down four greatly feared dragons and set 
foot into a dangerous place where no one has gone before. Once 
all dragons have been defeated you are instantly rewarded the 
Dragon Bounty.

But the game gets even more exciting when 3 or more Scatter 
symbols activate Free Spins. During this stage of the game, all 
active paylines are working both ways offering enhanced winning 
opportunities.

But that is not the end. With a single Bonus symbol you fly directly 
to the legendary dragon’s cave, where you can strategically place 

up to 2 Fixed Wild symbols on the 2nd and 4th reel for enormous 
wins. You can also trigger additional Free Spins for even more 
wins.

DRAGON´s MYTHTM defines the very peak of Rabcat’s game 
development and visual production capabilities. This premium 
video slot is characterised through a sophisticated game 
mathematic. A stylized cartoony look & feel ensures mass-market 
suitability making it a recommendation for quality-oriented casino 
operators.



DRAGON´s MYTHTM is exclusively available on:

FEATURES & USPs

•	 Free Spins with 2-Way Paylines feature

•	 Bonus Free Spins with Strategic Fixed Wild placement

•	 Instant Wins

•	 Gamble Game

For	 more	 information	 about	 platform	 integration,	 game	 mathematics	 &	 pricing	 please	 get	 in	 touch	 with	 sales@rabcat.com.

REELS 5/Multi Line

PAYLINES 20/fixed

RTP            96,6 %

LANgUAgES 20
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